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| PRESENTATION

The Brazil Africa Forum 2019 is considered one of the most important venues for bringing 

Brazil and African countries closer together, gathering stakeholders from various spheres, 

including governments, companies, multilateral organizations and development agencies.

In its seventh edition, which addressed the theme “Food Security: Path to Economic Growth”, 

the Brazil Africa Forum decided to promote a dialogue around the relationship between 

food security and development. To this end, a marathon of activities was prepared for 

participants to share lessons, exchange experiences and pursue business opportunities.

Prof. João Bosco Monte,
President of the Brazil Africa Institute
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The activities reported here were held on November 12 and 13, at the WTC Event Center, in 

the city of São Paulo, Brazil. The two days of programming featured 6 thematic sessions, 4 

side events and 1 workshop, bringing together 291 participants from over 40 countries, the 

largest number of all editions.

THE URGENCY OF THE THEME

The central theme of the Brazil Africa Forum 2019 is directly in line with the Sustainable 

Development Goal (SDG) Number 2, which advocates ending hunger, achieving food 

security and improving nutrition by promoting sustainable agriculture. In addition, the 

Forum indirectly strengthens SDGs 1, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13, 15 and 17.

The thematic sessions held during the Forum broadened the scope of the debate, the 

facilitating comprehension and ensuring more plurality in each subject. The topics of the 

sessions included dialogues on Agriculture 4.0, Agrofinance, Agroenergy, Agribusiness 

Democratization and Rational Use of Water.

In contrast, there is a strong expectation for increased intra-African trade due to the recent 

establishment of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), which has not only 

aimed at reversing Africa’s annual food import bill, but also at triggering discussions on 

increasing agricultural commodities and foodstuffs trade among 

African countries themselves.

Discussing hunger is not only necessary, but also urgent. According to the United Nations, 

world hunger is on the rise again, after a prolonged decline. Conflicts, droughts and disasters 

linked to climate change are among the main factors to have caused this reversal.
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COMMON AGENDA

The Brazil Africa Forum 2019 signaled a broader focus on the importance of 

agriculture for all countries and the need for greater integration between government 

departments, businesses and third partners to promote cooperation projects that 

ensure a fight against hunger through higher agricultural productivity.

Some points of contact emerged during the Forum, including the need to mobilize 

greater private sector participation across all stages of production. The need to attract 

more young people to agriculture also appeared as a common provocation in  every 

session. Many panelists touched on the “brain drain” and rural exodus point as an 

unfolding of the current issues of the theme proposed by the event.

In this context, innovation was a buzzword cited in almost the entire event, as a central 

element to boost the agricultural sector, help improve competitiveness and advance 

project management. Some panelists even argued that Africa should develop its own 

technological solutions, not adapted from other regions, to increase the continent’s 

autonomy.
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| SPEECH BY HAMILTON MOURÃO

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL

The Vice-President of Brazil, H.E. Mr. Hamilton Mourão, attended the Opening 

Ceremony of the Brazil Africa 2019 Forum. Among many aspects, he mentioned 

the African continent’s relevance for global geopolitics and the role of Brazil in the 

continent’s development process, especially in the food security aspect. During 

his speech, he also disclosed an official mission of the Brazilian government to the 

African continent, which should take place in March 2020.

“African cultures played a constitutive role in shaping the Brazilian identity. Common 

roots give special meaning and fluidity to meetings between our citizens, businesses 

and politicians. It is my sincere satisfaction to participate in this meeting and to work 

towards bringing our peoples closer together”, he said.



To the Vice-President, the economies of Brazil and the African continent have gained 

volume and complexity over the last decades. That is why trade and investment 

became fundamental to the bilateral relationship. According to him, particularly in 

the field of food security, Brazil and Africa have fertile ground to deepen trade and 

cooperation.

 “Brazil’s relations with African nations have been, are and will be strategic and priority 

for Brazil and for Brazilians. The current international context highlights the potential 

to broaden and deepen the relationship between Brazil and Africa. Geographic and 

cultural factors make Africa a privileged space for the internationalization of Brazilian 

companies from different sectors, especially in the areas of construction, energy, 

defense, technology and food production, as well as an important market for Brazilian 

products ”, he said.

Mourão also recalled that the Brazilian government has sought to support African 

countries in fighting piracy in the Gulf of Guinea. In addition, he announced firsthand 

that the Brazilian government will send its first official mission to the African continent 

in March 2020. “I will seek to take this trip to further strengthen our friendship andbuild 

new opportunities,” he said

“The African continent is culturally plural. 21st century Africa is 
an emerging economic and political hub and Brazil wants to con-

tribute to its development and success.”

“Brazil currently feeds about 1 billion people around the world. 
It is possible to share our best practices with African countries, 

mainly by supporting them in school feeding programs.”

“Our unifying element is to create a stable environment for the 
continual growth of the African continent in a win-win 

relationship.”
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Até 2050, será necessário um aumento 
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produzidos para alimentar uma população 
mundial estimada de quase 10 bilhões. Ao 
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George Buahen Oduro | Deputy Minister of 
Food and Agriculture of the Republic of Ghana

Hamady Diop  | Head of Technical Cooperation 
and Advisory Services, AUDA-NEPAD

Demétrio Carvalho | Deputy Director of the Brazi-
lian Cooperation Agency (ABC)
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contra a Fome do Programa Mundial de Alimentos

Marcos Brandalise  | Founder and CEO of 
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By 2050, an increase of more than 50% in 
the food currently produced will be required 
to feed an estimated world population of 
almost 10 billion. At the same time, almost 
80% of the world’s poor people live in 
rural areas and work mainly in agriculture. 
Howcan we unite the challenges of feeding 

the world and reaching zero poverty?

1st SESSION
FOOD SECURITY: 

A CALL FOR ACTION
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1/4 of the African population lives in food insecurity. In the past, Africa was a 

food exporter. Today, the continent has an annual cost of $ 35 billion just 

to buy food. The remarks are from Mr. Hamady Diop, who sought to point out ways 

to reverse the situation.

He said that AUDA-NEPAD has been touring African countries to identify the value 

chains that are important for each place, such as the rice chain in Nigeria. Once this 

identification is made, an effort to ensure the participation of various stakeholders 

in this chain takes place. In his speeches, he drew attention to compliance with 

agreements, despite political instability in the continent, while also emphasizing 

farmer empowerment, which, he said, is the main challenge for Africa.
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“In Latin America there was a push for mechanization. Elsewhere there have been 

investments in manure. Each region has a challenge. We are not using enough inputs 

to produce what we could produce. We have a number of challenges, but agriculture 

has a priority place on the continent’s agenda. Governments have been paying 

more attention to agriculture. In 2014, some of them signed the Malabo Declaration. 

The document says we need to increase agricultural productivity, feed the people, 

improve market access, be more resilient to climate threats and account for how 

investments are being used”, he said.
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The cooperation projects between Brazil and Africa were highlighted during the 

speeches of Mr. Demétrio Carvalho. According to him, 70 ABC projects are currently 

underway on the African continent. Many of these projects focus on food security, 

such as School Feeding projects and increased crop yields. In addition to explaining 

how the agency works, he said ABC is open to creating new models of cooperation 

that can ensure private participation, and this demand has been emerging mainly 

from African partners.

“We don’t deliver a pre-made package. We try to formulate the activities with our 

partners. Funds for the projects are coming from our federal budget and from 

agencies interested in cooperating with Africa. We never impose any conditions on 

our cooperation and we respect the priorities of the countries receiving our funds, 

and I think this has worked very well. We are increasing our interests, in addition to 

cooperation, in gathering some skills in which business could cooperate as well. 

We haven’t made that kind of arrangement yet, but we’ve been talking about how it 

could happen”, he said.
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In Africa for over 21 years, Mr. Marcos Brandalise noted that African entrepreneurs 

and governments have paid more attention to agriculture, and sought to introduce 

the same technological advances that exist in Brazil in their national sectors.

“Our companies are always looking for innovation. We base our marketing and sales 

on what happens in Brazil and we have to recognize that Brazil and Africa are very 

similar. The technologies that Brazil develops for agriculture can be and are adapted 

very well in Africa on a daily basis. There is a lot of Brazilian innovation coming to 

Africa. We are privileged because many parts of the world are looking to Africa 

and bringing solutions. We are seeing a lot of things coming to the market: new 

technologies, new techniques, etc. We have worked hard with agencies promoting 

regenerative agriculture. We are strong at mechanization. Africans are looking for 

more and more innovation”, he said.

Mr. Brandalise also said that there are several ways Brazil can contribute to African 

countries. One is to look at the successful projects in Brazil that could be applied in 

the continent as well. He also recalled how cooperatives sharing equipment were 

essential for the growth and productivity improvements of small Brazilian producers. 

He concluded by stating that such an initiative could be done in Africa as well, but 

that it would be much faster and more efficient if it was headed by the private sector.
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Yemi Akinbamijo | Executive Director of the Forum 
for Agricultural Research in Africa (FARA)

Ananga Messina | Deputy Minister responsible for 
Rural Development of Cameroun

Pedro Rodrigues de Almeida | Philip Morris 
International Foreign Affairs

Mcebisi Skwatsha | Deputy Minister of Agriculture 
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About 30% of global energy use can be traced 
back to the food sector. This includes the supply 
industry, agricultural production, processing, 
transportation, merchandising and consumption. 
As the agricultural and food sector contributes 
significantly to global energy consumption along 
its value chains, the session sought to discuss 
what are the effective business practices and 
government regulations that can ensure energy 
efficiency and storage tools to increase farmers’ 

yields.
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AcWcording to Ms. Ananga Messina, energy should be at the top of a government’s 

ranking of priorities. “Energy is what will allow the agricultural revolution we 

are talking about here. It is energy that will allow our economies to be transformed 

structurally. It is energy that drives us towards industrialization”, she defended.

She also argued that for the agricultural sector to be more competitive, it is necessary 

to innovate, and that it is necessary to add value to locally produced raw materials. 

She also mentioned that the youth needs to see the agricultural sector as a promising 

business, in order to contain the rural exodus. For this goal, her country invests in a 

project called “Solar Villages”, which uses solar energy to ensure energy balance in

1000 cities.



“The focus of the matter is connectivity. Ensuring the necessary infrastructure to 

enable the distribution of electricity and water should be a top priority. Another 

discussion involves political and regulatory risks, especially in the long term. 

It is necessary to invest in more innovation and more technology. To be aware of this 

is not to import a digital transformation model from elsewhere in the world and bring 

it to Africa. You have to take into consideration the African reality and it has to come 

from the bottom up. So we need to invest in education and training to ensure a new 

generation of African solutions” she argued.

Similar to Cameroun in its energy situation, South Africa is able to provide electricity 

across the country using renewable energy sources. The country has been trying 

to reduce fossil fuel consumption as well as CO2 emissions. In his speeches, Mr. 

Mcebisi Skwatsha revealed that he has been seeking to optimize his management 

to ensure better results.

The South African government also shares with Cameroun the challenge of attracting 

young people to the agricultural sector. The deputy minister explained that the 

average age of small farmers in the country is between 60 and 65 years old and that 

many people in this age group want to see their children away from the villages. For 

the minister, this is a real threat to future food production.

“We want to attract the largest number of young people to the agricultural sector, so we 

can turn agriculture into something natural for them. Importantly, with our government’s 

policies, we encourage them to work. We mainly promote the participation of young 

people and women in agriculture. It’s hard to talk about people neglecting our 

history, which is a history of divisions. We need to create a new society. By creating 

this society, we promote a different view of our past, especially our women. They 

built about 12% of our GDP. South Africa has different provinces, each with its own 

specialty”, he explains.
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“My role is a little different because I’m from the private sector. I work in a multinational 

company that does not work in the food sector, but I want to share how we operate in 

the area of food security in Malawi, Mozambique and in Brazil as well” said Mr. Pedro 

Rodrigues de Almeida, who promoted a series of provocations. Questioning “how is 

it possible to promote actions across 54 African countries in a connected way” and 

“what are the main factors that make us want to invest in Africa” were some of them. 

“We must first understand the needs of each African country in terms of technology 

and innovation. In addition, we must understand that innovation and technology is 

not just about bringing success stories from other continents”, he said.

He then developed his speeches around innovation and its many related challenges, 

such as the difficulty of finding professionals due to the lack of universities and 

agricultural study centers. “The private sector can help develop these solutions with 

governments. There is a disparity in the capital needed”, he complained.

The panelist defended the idea that agriculture is the basis for the development of 

any country and that this development in itself can guarantee not only the combat 

to hunger but also the improvement the food quality. “Many countries have already 

succeeded in developing technological agriculture. Most of them moved to food 

processing and then to service. Innovation in agriculture will extend far beyond 

agriculture itself”, he explains. “For us at PMI, food security and nutrition are two 

sides of the same coin.”

Mr. Yemi Akinbamijo also directed his efforts to discuss the lack of access to energy 

systems, and also paralleled energy and science. “Africa has probably the largest 

energy potential in the world. Alas, we do not access this energy. We have energy 

potential but we need to make it accessible. If there is no energy, there is no science. 

And without science, there is no development” he revealed.
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Akinbamijo defended the creation of public policies for farmers, so that the cost paid 

for energy in the countryside is cheaper than the cost of energy in the city. “Clear 

policies are needed to benefit producers”, he said. He also complained about the low 

investment in agricultural research.

“African countries”, he said, “use between 0.5 and 0.6 percent of their GDP for 

agricultural research - with the exception of Mauritius and Botswana, which use 

between 0.3 and 0.4 percent of GDP“. “The fact that Africa has a greater science 

deficiency results in a not so efficient production system. Agriculture has to do with 

biology; it has to have a lot of science. Productivity is a reflection of the amount of 

science in a production system. We cannot expect much from a system where people 

are still planting seedlings instead of seeds and where labor is related to the average 

number of children you carry. We will never feed 1 billion people this way”, he teased.
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Alysson Paolinelli | Goodwill Ambassador of the 
Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on 
Agriculture (IICA)

Ulrich Sabel-Koschella | Head of GIZ Agriculture 
Value Chains

Tang Shengyao |  Director of FAO’s Office of 
South-South and Triangular Cooperation

Jessie de Boer | Co-Founder of L.E.A.F. Africa

Paolo Silveri | IFAD Leading Regional Economist in 
Latin America and the Caribbean Region

Miguel Azevedo | Head of Citigroup Middle East 
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RTP Africa Journalist

Disruptive technologies of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution are already affecting agriculture. From 
the use of blockchain technologies for animal 
protein traceability to the application of drones 
to map and sow the land, these technologies 
can increase field and farmer productivity as 
well as provide safer, fresher products for the 
end consumer. This session sought to map how 
newtechnologies can exponent agricultural 
production and discuss readiness, opportunities 

and challenges. 
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T he economic factor is not the only factor for the approximation of Brazil and Africa, 

according to Mr. Alysson Paolinelli. He spoke of the Brazilian diplomatic and 

political positioning as an essential component for the approach of the two regions 

and recalled that 37 embassies are open, and bilateral agreements have increased. 

According to him, Brazil and Africa need to diversify their businesses. “We need to 

diversify trade. Our trade is very concentrated. Partnerships require continuous efforts. 

Africa is very much anchored in the European Union, which accounts for about 30% 

of its trade. We have increased the partnership with China and Africa, while trade with 

the United States has been falling”.  He spoke of the importance of Instituto Brasil 

África as an organization that can help Brazilian companies get closer to Africa.
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He also took up the history of Brazilian expertise in poverty reduction by promoting 

food security. “The key to food security is here, through competitive agriculture, in 

a tropical country. Machines and other technologies that have been responsible for 

improving working conditions for farmers in recent years”. He further emphasized the 

growing potential of the Brazilian cerrado and how this model of sustainable Brazilian 

agriculture is claimed as one of the most effective in the world.

“Sustainable agriculture, agroforestry and smallholder development has been the 

center of my professional concern for 40 years,” said Ulrich Sabel-Koschella. His 

professional career includes plant cultivation and soil science. Today, he says, 

he works with integrated development with a growing focus on connecting small 

producers to markets and the Shared Economy. “This requires a lot of training 

and very complex multidisciplinary cooperation with many public actors, such as 

governments, the private sector, through companies and micro-enterprises, and civil 

society organizations. This is very complicated. Thus, we have to look for the point 

where those interests meet. That is why we focus our work on promoting value chains 

and very close cooperation with the private sector”, he said.

“We are focused on family farming. Conditions have changed a lot. The population 

in Africa has grown by the millions. That means more and more people need to be 

fed. So far, over 70% of food comes from production by small proprieties. Alas, in 

almost every case that is simply not enough in terms of agriculture. Now we have 

found many other ways, many new processes. Some companies are using blockchain 

technology. We have new discoveries that a large part of the rural population just 

cannot assimilate, and it is our job to provide the means for that”, defended

He further recalled that the producers are from the private sector. “They are the CEOs 

of small businesses” he joked. “Most of the time, they are considered as subsistence 

survivors and not entrepreneurs. That needs to change”, he said.
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For Mr. Tang Shengyao, FAO has been doing a lot in terms of South-South Cooperation 

for the last 40 years. “Since the 1970s, FAO has started with the food security program. 

It was a program for developed countries to help underdeveloped countries. At the 

beginning of this century, we have South-South Cooperation and the main players 

are China and Brazil. China has been working with FAO for a long time. We have 

been helping Latin American and Caribbean countries to improve food security and 

the lives of farmers, small farmers and hungry people. Because of the success of 

South-South Cooperation, Member States began this year to devote themselves to 

South-South and Triangular Cooperation”, he explained.

He also spoke of FAO’s concern about empowering women. “We are very concerned 

about gender issues”. 

In her interventions, Ms. Jessie de Boer presented her work agenda and sought to 

defend the importance of reforestation and its relevance to agriculture, especially 

regenerative agriculture. “I started very young, I also have a root in Nairobi. We are 

a company that manages solutions to Africa’s agricultural problems. We pre-analyze 

fields, projects, work plans, value chain management, etc.”
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“We take care of a regenerative and integrated agriculture”, she revealed. 

“Regenerative agriculture is a simple and practical methodology where we look 

at nutrient cycles and strive for maximum diversity. Thus, we think integration of 

theforest, with animals andplantations,” she defined.

Regenerative agriculture is a simple and practical methodology where we look at 

nutrient cycles and strive for maximum diversity. Thus, we think integration of the 

forest, with animals and plantations, “he defines.

According to her, 80% of our soils are degraded and made an invitation. “We have 

to go further. We have to think about the food of the future. It’s not just talking about 

organic farming. We have to think about how life works. It’s a scientific understanding 

of biology, production, the agricultural industry. It’s not just food.” , guaranteed.

Within a global perspective for this provocation, Mr. Paolo Silveri spoke about the 

work done by IFAD. “IFAD is one of the youngest agencies. It was created in the 

late 1970s primarily to leverage and raise funds for rural production and after the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), we turn to eradicating poverty and fighting 

poverty. hunger globally “.

Still in his speeches, he talked about investments and told how Africa is relevant to 

the work done by the fund. “We invest between $ 1 and $ 1.5 billion every year. This 

year we will have record lending that may be of interest to many of you because half 

of these funds go to African countries under the deal that guarantees aid to low-

income countries.” so that there is no increase in public debt. We work as inclusive 

value chains, infrastructures, news engagement, new forms of productivity, to open 

markets, scale up ... so that these projects can be turned into policies. “
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He also revealed that many pilot projects or tests are being conducted in Latin 

America.

Contemplating the private sector, Mr. Miguel Azevedo said: “I am practical. I don’t 

create politics”, he said. “What we do is connect investors around the world with 

investors from Africa. They are companies, entrepreneurs and banks with growth 

opportunities. And they all need money. So we help look for opportunities and 

money.” However, he said the bank can help develop the African continent through

specific actions.

He explained, for example, that the bank maintains in London a microcredit exchange 

in Africa. This grant is operated in partnership with ASA International. “These are 

small loans, just for women. These loans empower women so that their business 

has an effect on the local community. What we basically do is bring capital for small 

businesses to develop across Africa”, he said.
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Luiz Esteves | Chief Economist of the Northeast 
Bank of Brazil (BNB)

MODERATOR: Caroline Ribeiro 
Head of Communication, Brazil Africa Forum 2019

Access to financing has been a recurring 
issue for different stakeholders throughout 
the agricultural chain. Discussing from the 
smallholder farmer to the food processors’ 
perspective, this session aimed at 
highlighting some of the traditional and 
innovative mechanisms of agrofinance 
available, as well as discussing the 

underlying gaps.
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Mr Fayçal Benameur gave an overview of the situation of small family farmers in

African countries. “Africa has a specific context. More than half of the population

lives in rural areas and 80% of them are small producers. Farmers are the main 

drivers of our agriculture. They lack many resources, including financial resources, 

which prevent them from improving their livelihoods. This leaves us far from the 

statistics. We have to change the standards for these farmers. Funding is very limited. 

Small farmers can’t face this difficulty”, he says. He states that there is the need for 

aprogram to help these farmers have access to knowledge, inputs and technologies 

to increase productivity. “This program has to be an inclusive solution that covers all 

sectors of the chain so they can develop and grow their network and improve their

lifestyle”, he said.
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Benameur also said that production systems and political organizations are different 

in African countries and Brazil. For him, it is necessary to understand the structure of 

producers in each country and from there identify what can be copied from Brazil and 

adapted in Africa. “We need to find a way to do in Africa what was done in Brazil in 

the 1980s with the creations of smallholder cooperatives”, he said.

The similarities between Brazil and Africa, this time focusing on financial aspects, 

were also addressed by Mr. Luiz Esteves. “In Brazil as a whole we have a financing 

problem for the small rural producer. In the Northeastern region, the situation is more 

complicated for reasons that are similar to those in India and many African countries. 

For financial markets to develop banks, there is the need to establish guarantees. We 

have a serious problem in developing countries: a very large fraction of the properties 

does not have a deed or anything that can serve as a bank guarantee. Extreme 

weather events like drought also make it difficult to access credit and ultimately affect 

productivity”, he explained

He also talked about technology and process transfers, comparing them with an 

organ transplant. “The fact that on one side you have a continent and on the other 

side you have a country already presupposes heterogeneity”, he emphasizes. “We 

are learning a lot from some regions of Africa. Another thing that is being done in 

Africa and not yet in Brazil is the use of blockchain technology”.

Mr. Esteves also drew attention to innovation, which he says goes far beyond research 

and development at Agro. “We also need to innovate in financing metrics and models. 

We could anchor decisions in the SDGs, for example. We need to think of ways to 

catch up”, he proposes.
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Ms. Natália Dias, who addressed Standard Bank’s new strategies to secure credit for 

small farmers, presented this type of innovation. According to her, producer financing 

is becoming more common via off-take, when a large company is behind the purchase 

of all production from a small farmer. Another case shown is the provision of credit 

to companies that support producers and monitor their crop. “The bank uses these 

factors as collateral and credit delivery,” he explains.

According to her, the strategies used so far have ensured satisfactory results. 

“Traditionally, the bank has always funded the natural resources sector, such as oil 

and gas, and just five years ago we defined agribusiness as a focus sector and since 

then we have developed a number of strategies for us to increase the scope of our 

businesses operating in this segment. We are present in 20 countries in sub-Saharan 

Africa, and our loan portfolio for the agricultural segment is already $ 5.5 billion”, he 

says.

Ms. Dias also said that the bank has a partnership with two British companies that do 

remote monitoring to observe the evolution of production and implement corrective 

measures throughout the cycle. “This has allowed us to also finance production and 

expand our financing capacity for small and medium producers.”

On the Brazilian side, BDMG has been doing something similar, as presented by Ms. 

Marcela Brant. “We have been seeking to mobilize international partnerships. Since 

2013, we have already sought resource from the French development agency for 

climate change. We recently raised with the European Investment Bank to work on 

renewable energy and energy efficiency. It can be a great resource mobilizer working 

synergistically with entrepreneurs so we can achieve the expected results”, she said.
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She showed two successful experiences. Implemented in northern Minas Gerais as 

a result of a partnership between Brazil and Japan, the Jaíba project was considered 

the largest irrigation project in Latin America during the 1980s. The second experience 

was PRODECER, which mobilized resources and provided technical assistance to 

small farmers from seven states.

“The State of Minas Gerais is a reference in assistance for rural producers. We have a 

lot to contribute with our experience in agribusiness and also in resource mobilization 

and democratization of agriculture”, said remembering that it is necessary to articulate 

all players - public and private – and always in line with the SDGs. “The approach 

must be very practical, focused on the efficient allocation of both public and private 

resources. We do not have to invent the wheel”, she joked.

In turn, Mr. Fadel Ndiame recalled that while agriculture is booming on the African 

continent, its progress is not fast enough to reduce poverty. “That is why we need to 

do better and  be innovative”, he teased.
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“The key to changing producers’ lives is looking at the entire value chain so 

that it can sustain the whole process. We want small producers to have access 

to technology. Without it, they don’t have access to the markets. It’s coordinated 

efforts using resources.” “We also need to have a conclusive environmental policy, 

take care of the infrastructure and also make it attractive to the private sector”, he 

complemented. 

For him, financing producers is the key. He also advocates more technical assistance 

and said banks speak of risk but often do not understand the logic of the sector. “We 

must look at the entire value chain and understand that every business has risks 

and values. To reduce risk we need information, products, connection to markets, 

etc. It takes a joint effort: Public Investment and Credibility for banks to invest. In 

addition, it must be done in such a way that the private sector can act together”.
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5th SESSION
NURTURING A PRODUCTIVE 

AGRICULTURE 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

LANDSCAPE

Hippolyte Fofack | Chief Economist / Director of 
International Research and Cooperation at 
Afreximbank

Tamer Mansour |  Secretary General of the Arab 
Brazilian Chamber of Commerce

Luana Ozemela | Founder and CEO of 
Development Impact Managers and Advisors 
(DIMA)

Igor Lucena |  Research Economist at Brazil Africa 
Institute

Fernanda Leite | Manager at the International 
Trade Center (ITC)

MODERATOR: Omar Ben Yedder 
Group Editor and Managing Director of IC 
Publications

From 2004 to 2014, Brazilian exports to African 
countries increased by 131%, with sugar, 
beef, poultry and cereals being the highlights 
of these flows. Agricultural trade between 
the two regions has the potential to unlock 
valuable opportunities for other economic 
sectors and support growth. How can we shape 
an attractive trade and investment landscape 
that enables companies to fully exploit these 

complementarities?
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Mr. Hippolyte Fofack’s speech began by addressing an asymmetry between 

the richest and the developing countries. According to him, small producers 

are the most affected. “Not only for help but for expanding agricultural activities.” In 

contrast, he acknowledged the work of the WTO in reducing this asymmetry. “This 

has been a barrier to Africa’s integration into the global economy”, he said.

He then explained what Afreximbank has been doing to boost business on the 

continent. “We have an African trade fair that every two years brings together buyers 

and suppliers from across the continent. Each country is given a booth where they 

can exhibit and promote their products. After that we put this information on an online

platform where potential buyers can research and negotiate. We want to create 

a massive digital market. Information is essential to promote commerce. Once 

thisinformation is available and these challenges of barriers to access to the market 

are overdue, we will see growth”, he added.
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Mr. Fofack recalled Brazil’s relevance to African development. “Brazil has already 

been helping us in the area of training and capacity building in the agricultural sector. 

There is a specific area where we believe Brazil has a competitive advantage to help 

Africa, which is industrialization.  

One particular example lies in the area of renewable energy”. He concluded by 

highlighting the importance of the South-South agreements, especially the agreements 

between African countries themselves.

Working for eight years on issues related to Africa’s trade and agriculture, Ms. Fernanda 

Leite spoke of ITC’s work in developing the African continent. ITC is a United Nations 

and World Trade Organization agency that supports small and medium enterprises 

by helping them export. “All the work we do in Africa - which is about 70% of our 

intervention, is funded by developed countries - especially from the European Union, 

which has this commitment to develop trade”, she said.
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According to her, South-South trade has grown from 7% to 15% in the last 20 years. 

She also recalled that small and medium enterprises represent 90% of existing 

companies in the world. “They cannot be neglected, neither by government policies 

norby institutions,” she added.

She said that she has observed a strong performance by China and India in African 

markets. “Brazil and Africa have a lot of business to do. Brazil has been keeping its 

markets open. But I realized that the biggest challenge for SMEs is knowing where 

to start”, she explains. “One example is the support we gave to an Indian company 

that wanted investing in Ethiopia. It has already settled in the country and created 

700 new jobs. This company is already exporting to Europe and the United States. 

These are examples of what we should see from Brazil in Africa, particularly in the 

agriculture sector”, she provokes.

The discussion initiated by Mr. Igor Lucena focused on the importance of agribussiness 

for Brazil. “In the BRICS, Brazil is seen as a granary. In the group, China is Industry, 

India is Services, Russia is Natural Resources and Brazil is Food ”, he compared. 

It went further. He said that Brazil’s agricultural sector has historical relations with 

Africa. “It has guaranteed us surpluses over time and, over the past 15 years, has 

made Brazil become the country with the largest number of international reserves, 
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exceeding $ 370 billion. The agricultural potential of the African continent will be for 

the 21st century what Brazil was in the twentieth century”.

He advocated the use of multilateral strategies and commented that everyone 

needed to look at opportunities. “Diplomacy is business. Business is improving the 

equality of life of people. As much as the world is on an anti-liberal tide, let’s look at 

this closing world and think about alternatives. Thus, we need to think about how to 

improve the deals to have a less troubled scenario with more movement of people, 

resources and capital”.

Finally, the panelist commented that we have problems with human capital, training 

and retaining talent within the agro world. He said that the reality of startups has the 

potential to fundamentally change agribusiness and that governments must cut them

out so that they can develop.

Still in the context of international geopolitics, Mr. Tamer Mansour also bets on a 

scenario of closer rapprochement between Brazil and Africa. “Brazil has become 

one of the largest suppliers to China, while the United States is losing its position as 

one of the largest food suppliers of the world. I believe that, in the short term, Brazil 

must enjoy several opportunities that may appear in Africa”, he says. “Food security 
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and its ramifications are very important for Brazil and Africa, and this is not just about 

agribusiness. It involves technology, logistics, transportation and other things as well”.

He also advocates strengthening the relationship between Brazil and the already 

strong Arab world through industrialization. “We need to raise this relationship 

beyond import and export. For some years, we have been explaining the big industry 

the importance of using North Africa - such as Egypt and Morocco’s industrial zones 

- as gateways to the African market. And there is something more important than 

that, which are free trade agreements. While Brazil is still looking for an umbrella of 

agreements, Arab Africans already have agreements with each other and with the 

European Union. Thus, all North African countries can become hubs for Brazilian 

products and industry. We already have some examples of industries - including food 

- that have settled there. Yet, there is more space”, he says.

Still in the scope of the Arab world, Ms. Luana Ozemela revealed Qatar’s overcoming 

story, where she lives. “The country went through a trade block and that basically 

made them self-sufficient. In terms of food-security strategy, the government has put 

a lot of effort into it. These are projects that even helped develop a forest in the 

middle of the desert”, she said.

According to her, the example of Qatar can inspire several African countries. “To 

transform the matrix from a food importing economy to a food producer country 

requires investments. The challenge lies precisely in what was mentioned before, the 

asymmetry of investor information and guarantees. Governments need to make joint 

decisions and allow private sector action” she says.

Ozemela also criticized the tariff wars. She said small producers are the biggest 

losers, and the bottom line is negative.
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SESSÃO 2:

ALIMENTAR O MUNDO:
UMA CHAMADA PARA A 

AÇÃO

NO PALCO

• George Buahen Oduro | Vice-Ministro da 
Alimentação e Agricultura da República de Gana

• Hamady Diop  | Chefe de Cooperação Técnica e 
Serviços de 
Consultoria da Agência de Desenvolvimento da 
União Africana AUDA-NEPAD

• Demétrio Carvalho | Diretor Adjunto da Agência 
Brasileira de Cooperação (ABC)

• Daniel Balaban | Diretor do Centro de Excelência 
contra a Fome do Programa Mundial de Alimentos

• Marcos Brandalise | Fundador e CEO do 
Brazafric Group of Companies (BGC)

MODERADORA: Caroline Ribeiro
Chefe de Comunicação do Fórum Brasil África 
2019

PROPOSTA

Até 2050, será necessário um aumento 
de mais de 50% dos alimentos atualmente 
produzidos para alimentar uma população 
mundial estimada de quase 10 bilhões. Ao 
mesmo tempo, quase 80% dos pobres do 

mundo vivem em áreas rurais e 
trabalham principalmente na agricultura. 

Como podemos usar o desafio de 
alimentar o mundo a zero pobreza?

TÓPICOS: 
Pobreza, nutrição, treinamento, 

condições de trabalho

 6th SESSION
 RETHINKING WATER USE 

FOR ENHANCED 
PROSPERITY

José Graziano |  Former FAO Director General

Roberto Barcelos | President of Abrafrutas

Jorge Samek | Former Brazilian Director of Itaipu 
Binacional

Cezar Rizzi | International Project Coordinator at 
CAMPO

MODERATOR: Caroline Ribeiro
Head of Communication, Brazil Africa Forum 2019

Water use in agriculture is crucial for food security: 
the sector accounts for 70% of all water consumption 
in the world. Due to population growth, urbanization, 
industrialization and climate change, competition 
for water resources is expected to increase, with 
particular pressure on agriculture. Significant changes 
in inter-sectorial water allocations will be necessary 
to support continued economic growth. How can we 
secure freshwater to make the transition to this new 

reality and support continued economic growth? 
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“
There is no food security without water.” Mr José Graziano’s statement started 

the debate on water use. The former FAO Director General recalled that 10% 

of the world’s population has no access to safe drinking water. In sequence, 

he talked about the creation of the Brazilian cisterns program.

“The Hunger Zero program emerged from the then candidate Lula da Silva, when we 

walked 90,000 km across Brazil collecting successful experiences. We discovered 

the ASA (Semi-Arid Association) which brings together over 700 NGOs and produced 

cisterns. The secret is to store this water. With water collected in the rainy season and 

a chlorine pill it is possible to guarantee clean water for a year. The system is cheap: 

it costs about a thousand dollars. And the cistern is made by the family”.
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“We were able to make 1.200.000 cisterns,” he prided himself. He then talked about 

the impacts of the program, which is being implemented by FAO and IFAD, in other 

regions of the world. “We are looking for private partners to guarantee this endeavor”, 

he said.

He also talked about the successful implementation of the program in the Sahel 

region. “Climate change has modified the dynamics of rainfall in the region, causing 

rainfall to be concentrated over short periods of time. This harmed the crops as it 

washed the soil. Hence we had the idea of building cisterns that allow the capture 

of water for the residents, even reducing conflicts between farmers and nomadic 

herders”, he justified.

For Graziano, droughts need not to result in starvation or migration. “There is a set of 

public policies that can be implemented to cope with drought and preserve natural 

resources.” Graziano concluded by saying that, for the long term, we should focus on 

water that seems unusable today, as in the case of Qatar, which uses high technology 

to provide desalinated water.
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Mr. Jorge Samek, for his part, praised the work of Mr. Graziano for formulating the 

Brazilian Food Security program. At the time, the government divided corporate 

farming and family farming into two separate ministries. This facilitated, according to 

him, the creation of specific public policies. “This has changed Brazil’s agriculture. It 

gave visibility to small and subsistence agriculture”, he said.

Mr. Samek explained that it is possible to be sustainable while ensuring high 

productivity. During the time he ran Itaipu, he developed a project called “Cultivating 

Good Water”, which was recognized by the UN as one of the best water conservation 

programs in the world. “The techniques are there and they are simple”, he said.

One of the largest Brazilian fruit producers, Mr. Roberto Barcelos, told his story and 

spoke of the challenges of large-scale production in a dry region of Brazil. “I left 

Ribeirão Preto, known as the Brazilian California, an excellent place for agriculture, 

and went to the Northeast, to develop a fruit growing that today supplies Europe with 

melon and watermelon. Today, we have a company that is the largest exporter of 

fruits here from Brazil. We employ 8 thousand people directly, “he said.

He believes that drought alone is not synonymous with poverty. “In addition to 

drought, there is a lack of political will”, he argues. “We note that water is vital for 

agriculture, but for thousands of years,  the Romans, the Egyptians and the Greeks 

were transposing. The semiarid regions of Brazil and the African continent suffer 

from this difficulty. However, these semiarids have a lot of underground water. We 

have to know how to use this water”.
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Mr. Barcelos revealed that, once again, technology is used to solve the problem of 

agriculture. However, another dilemma arises. “If, on the one hand, it is not fair to 

have a population in need - hungry, out of work - on top of a great wealth, on the 

other hand, you cannot over-consume by driving development into the region by 

depleting this aquifer in a disorderly way”. He said that, to balance this equation, his 

company makes rational use of water through drip systems.

The use of technology to ensure water balance was also the focus of Mr. César Rizzi’s 

interventions. “We have a philosophy. All rainwater must remain within the property. 

Mozambique, Angola, Ghana, Zambia and Uganda have CAMPO projects. In all these 

spaces, we advocate simple technologies, which are not expensive”, he said.

He showed a technology that reconciles productivity and sustainability. “This is simple 

and cheap. With $1500, you make a small underground dam that allows water to 

accumulate in the rainy season”, he explains. “It is not expensive. That is, the farmer 

himself can do, provided he has, of course, the adequate funding. ”

Mr. Rizzi further argued that farmers should receive some kind of incentive for using 

sustainable technologies. “Those who preserve are providing an environmental 

service and deserves to be compensated for such. In addition to food production, 

one will be producing water and preserving the environment by following these 

practices”, he argued.
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| SPECIAL TRIBUTE JOSÉ GRAZIANO DA SILVA

Mr. José Graziano da Silva, former FAO Director-General, received a special distinction 

during the Brazil Africa Forum 2019 for his tireless fight against hunger.

Mr. Graziano thanked the Institute for the tribute and mentioned that he always 

directed his work to the African continent. “When I was elected Director, African 

leaders feared that FAO’s focus could be redirected to the Latin American region, as 

I am Brazilian. But we took some sample projects from Latin American countries and 

implemented them on the African continent”, he said.

The former FAO Director General received the honor from Prof. João Bosco Monte, 

President of IBRAF: “This represents the understanding and the recognition, by the 

Brazil Africa Institute, of the tireless work in finding agendas for solutions to hunger 

eradication that he was able to demonstrate during his time as a public agent and 

after spending time with FAO. I hope that it will encourage you even more”. He also 

stated that Graziano’s example demonstrates that it is possible to work towards the 

eradication of hunger. “It is relatively simple. People just have to start doing that”, he 

added.
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Mr. Hippolyte Fofack, Afreximbank’s Chief Economist, provided an overview of 

Brazil-Africa relations and more information on Afreximbank’s role in the economic 

development of Brazil and the African continent. In his words, Brazil has everything 

needed to transform the African economy. Nevertheless, he lamented the weakening 

of relations between Brazil and the African countries.

“Brazil has approached the African continent in recent decades, but this convergence 

has cooled after the primary commodity cycle. Today, some countries, such as Angola, 

Egypt and Algeria, represent 95% of trade relations between these two 

places” he said.

He also recalled that Brazil was already in the 8th position of the main exporters 

to the African continent, but currently occupies the 11th position. He added that 

the climatic conditions between Brazil and Africa are similar and that is why it is 

necessary to increase competitiveness in both regions so that the relationship can 

benefit everyone.

| SPEECH BY AFREXIMBANK
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| SIDE EVENTS AND WORKSHOP

The Brazil Africa Forum 2019 featured four side events and a workshop. They were 

promoted by partner organizations to focus on specific projects and deepen some 

discussions. All these organizations share common agendas with each other and 

with IBRAF to tackle food security and promote development.

On November 12, two side events were held in parallel, promoted by FARA and IPEA, 

respectively. The next day, IFAD and Brazafric held their side events.
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At their event, FARA presented the results of the Agricultural Research and Innovation 

for Africa (ARIFA). The initiative was the result of a partnership between FARA and 

the Federal University of Viçosa (UFV), which should train 180 Africans with economic 

and scalable agricultural technologies.

IPEA, in turn, promoted a debate on the challenges for cooperation between Brazil 

and the African continent. The dialogues were moderated by Mr. Ivan Oliveira, IPEA’s 

Director of International Studies, and was attended by representatives of the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs of Brazil, the National Bank for Economic and Social Development 

(BNDES), the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (ABC) and the National War College.

Cooperation was also the theme of the IFAD side event. With an emphasis on South-

South Cooperation, the organization’s representatives showed best practices in 

agriculture and rural development to ensure more productivity.
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Brazafric Enterprise, in turn, presented a solution package for African farmers. Production 

systems that have worked in Brazil, such as the agrosilvipastoral system and an approach 

that applicable by small African producers to ensure more 

efficiency and productivity, were all shown to the public. 

In  addition to the  side events, the Brazil Africa Forum 2019  program was complemented 

by a workshop entitled “Brazil-Germany Cooperation for Africa: Cashews and Beyond”. 

The activity was attended by representatives of the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (ABC), 

GIZ Brazil, Ghana ComCashew, Embrapa and the Ministry of Food and Agriculture in Ghana 

(MOFA). The meeting was the result of the project “Increasing Efficiency and Quality of 

Cashew Production and Processing in Ghana”, from Brazil-Germany Trilateral Cooperation, 

and sought to illustrate the successful collaboration in the field of agriculture in Africa and 

the development of perspectives for the future.
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| MEDIA
The Brazil Africa 2019 Forum drew attention from media outlets in Brazil and abroad, 

either due to the topics discussed and the social relevance of each of them, or due to 

the diversity of voices gathered in the venue. Many journalists were also interested in 

specific institutions, especially international ones, and their Brazilian agendas.

This interest of the press has generated numerous products, such as television 

programs, reports, interviews and live broadcasts, directly from the event, not to 

mention numerous posts on social networks and news sites.
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Important media outlets directly participated in the Brazil Africa Forum 2019. IBRAF 

President João Bosco Monte took part in two programs for the Terra Viva channel, 

which specializes in agribusiness. During the event, exclusive reports were also 

recorded for RTP Africa channel.

News agencies such as Agência Brasil, Sputnik and ANBA attended the event. Major 

sites sent their reporters, such as the G1 and InfoMoney news portal, as well as Brazil’s 

leading television stations, such as Globo News, SBT, RIT TV and TV Cultura, Jovem 

Pan, CBN and Bandeirantes radios also covered the event, as did the prestigious 

Estado de São Paulo and Valor Econômico newspapers.

The two days of Brazil Africa Forum secured 727 publications, giving visibility to 

IBRAF and its partners.

Reports in news agencies, newspapers, portals and magazines added up to 270 

publications. In addition, the event accounted for 431 placements on radio stations 

and 46 placements on television stations.
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| FUNDAMENTAL PARTNERSHIPS

The Brazil Africa Forum is held annually by the Brazil Africa Institute (IBRAF), an 

independent organization based in Fortaleza, focused on developing technical 

cooperation projects involving Brazil, Africa and other actors.

The Brazil Africa Forum 2019 was sponsored by Afreximbank, Standard Bank, TBD, 

IFAD and OCP. The following organizations were also partners: UNOSSC, International 

Trade Center (ITC), World Food Programme Center for Excellence Against Hunger, 

NEPAD, Brazafric Enterprises, Arab-Brazilian Chamber of Commerce, Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of Brazil, APLA, CAMPO, FARA and Aldairton Carvalho Law Firm.

The official airline was South Africa Airways. The strategic partners were IC Publications 

and Cinegroup. As media partners the event featured ATLANTICO, African Business, 

Africa Monitor and Jeune Afrique Media Group.
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